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Rich in nature and beauty…
A subtle alliance between sea and history…

V

Bell tower Eglise
St Michel

illefranche-sur-Mer, a prestigious city on
the French Riviera, offers you a
magnificent panorama from your arrival,
whether by the cornices, the sea or the
train..

Villefranche, a radiant city with its port and its
Citadel of the sixteenth century, at the foot of a vast
amphitheatre of hills and the majestic curve of its
shore, has kept many vestiges of its origin, which
have made it, with the constant variety of its
colors, the City of painters and artists.
Ville, a maritime city with a privileged location, it
has become one of the major ports of the French
Riviera, a port of call for many cruises, but still a
small fishing port with a constantly renewed
picturesque, and also home to a fleet of pleasure
boats and the « pointus » (traditional fishing
boats).
The charm of Villefranche is also due to the mild
climate, a condition that allows the exuberance of
an exceptional vegetation and a sumptuous
flowering.
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Finally, Villefranche-sur-Mer has the chance to
benefit from a varied gastronomy combining local
cuisine and fresh Mediterranean fish.

View of the harbour from St Michel neighbourhood
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Villefranche-surMer : between sea
and history
A bit of history
Nowadays

The
harbour
of
Villefranche, a natural
shelter
for
ships,
protected by a hill
amphitheatre, was used
in antiquity as a harbour
for Greek and Roman ships.

The collapse of the Western
Roman Empire (5°century) created great
insecurity in Europe, with barbarian
invasions. The population gathers on the heights, in perched villages. In Villefranche the
site of «Mont Olivo» will be the refuge of the local population .
In 1295 Charles II of Anjou, count of Provence and king of Naples decides to found a new
city by the sea: he elaborates the Charter of Foundation of the City of Villam Francam. It
provides tax exemptions and numerous deductibles to residents who agree to go down to
this new city and settle there permanently… This is where Villefranche gets its name!
1388 marks a second important step in the life of Villefranche since after a war of
succession, it passes into the hands of the Duchy of Savoy which will keep it for nearly 5
centuries.
It is during this period that a long confrontation will take place between 2 characters of the
time: Charles V and François I. The lands of Savoy cut the passage between the two parts of
the Empire of Charles V; the latter will financially help his nephew the Duke of Savoy and
will inspire the projects of fortifications of the Niçois coastline. For his part, François I
claims the County of Nice as an Angevin heritage in order to stop the road to Charles V.
Thus, in 1554, the 1st phase of the construction of the citadel began under the impetus of
the Duke of Savoy Emmanuel-Philibert.
In 1860, after a unanimous vote by the population, Villefranche and the County of Nice
confirmed their definitive union with France.
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Of this rich and tormented history, Villefranche sur mer has preserved many sites.
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Villefranche-surMer : between sea
and history

Today Villefranche-sur-Mer
5,200 inhabitants per year.

has

Its economy is mainly based on tourism.

A bit of history

Nowadays

It is one of the most active cruise ship
ports of call on the French Riviera.
The largest units call in the harbor, such as
the Disney Magic, the Vision of the seas or the
Celebrity reflection.

The Bay

In 2019 more than 91 boats called in the harbor and welcomed nearly 212,000 passengers.

Villefranche has 290 rooms in 10 hotels (from
4 * to charming hotels, including hotels with
breathtaking views of the harbor and swimming pool), 3 hotel residences . Many furnished tourist accommodation come to supplement this offer

La Flore Hotel***

Fishing
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Fishing is an activity linked to the very history of Villefranche. It has shaped its culture. The fishing families form a united and
structured community. This spirit of mutual
aid is embodied in a legal institution, the
prud'homie, composed of three elected and
sworn prud'hommes. The Prud'homie provided useful advice to young people entering
the profession, settled disputes and allocated
holds (fishing grounds) to each season. Its
competence extends from the west of Nice to
the east of Monaco. It sits above the chapel
dedicated to St Pierre, patron of fishermen.

Traditional fishing boat

Despite this exemplary organization, the fishing community pays a heavy price for modernity. Villefranche, Beaulieu, St Jean Cap
Ferrat had 270 professionals on the roll in
1860. Only a few remain today.
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The activities
Sites to visit
For families
Rentals / Excursions
Unusual activities
Sea and hiking

The Citadel
The 16th century citadel.

Historical Monument
This imposing fortress was created in
1557 by order of Emmanuel - Philibert
de Savoie in order to protect the city
from numerous maritime attacks.
It has been completely restored and
since 1981 houses: the Town Hall, 4
museums, a congress centre, an open-air
theatre and beautiful gardens.

Goetz-Boumeester Museum
Abstract paintings
This donation from Henri Goetz occupies the entire floor of
the old "Barracks Building".
In this museum are exhibited around fifty works by Christine Boumeester and almost as many by Henri Goetz and
some souvenir works of great contemporary masters that
the spouses have known or frequented (PICASSO, MIRO,
HARTUNG ...)
Musée Goetz-Boumeester

The Volti Fondation
Sculptures of women in bronze, copper, plaster, wood,
terracotta
Nestled at the bottom of the citadel's casemates, a whole
population of women of bronze, copper and terracotta display their voluptuous curves in a setting of rough stones.
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The Donation Volti benefits from a very exceptional presentation, which makes it a unique artistic ensemble.

Volti Museum
Opening of museums and the citadel

Roux Museum

October to May:

- Ceramic figurines.

The Roux Collection is a completely unusual collection.
This set is unique for the quality, originality and fidelity to
the documents from which it is inspired.
In total, several hundred figurines will take you through the
daily lives of women and men of the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance.

10 a.m. to 12 p.m. / 2:00 p.m. - 5:30
p.m.
From June to Se/ptember:
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. / 3:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Closed Sunday morning
Annual closing in November
Free admission
Phone. : 04 93 76 33 27
mail: musees@villefranche-sur-mer.fr
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The activities
Sites to visit
For families
Rentals / Excursions
Unusual activities
Sea and hiking
Sea and hiking

St Pierre Chapel
Historical Monument
This Romanesque-style chapel at the edge
of the water was entirely painted and decorated by Jean Cocteau in 1957 and offered to his friends the fishermen.
On the facade one can see among other
things the keys of Paradise and the tiara of
St Peter , a statuette of St Peter , the cross
formed of 4 fishes, the candlesticks of apocalypse.

Inside are painted: frescoes depicting scenes of the
life of St Pierre, the daughters of the fishermen with the traditional outfit of Villefranche, a gypsy scene at Saintes Ma-

rie de la Mer.

Interior of St Pierre Chapel

Hours: 9:30 am - 12:30 pm / 2:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Closed Monday / Tuesday and December 25

Annual closure from mid-November to mid-December
Entrance: 3 € / pers. Free for under 15 years.
Phone: 04 93 76 90 70
mail: chapelle.cocteau@gmail.com

La Rue Obscure - XIVth century.
Historical Monument
Located along the 1st rampart and 130 meters long, it was
initially uncovered and constituted a sort of defensive
walkway. It allowed the soldiers to move around and
facilitated their maneuvers.
Between the 16th and the 18th centuries it was the subject
of a wild urbanization, so it was covered in order to enlarge
the houses which were in Rue du Poilu.

Rue Obscure
La Rue Obscure
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The 18th century baroque church of
St Michel
Historical Monument
A Baroque church (18th century) containing a lying Christ,
an anonymous work sculpted by a Galerian. You can also
admire the organs of the Grinda brothers (1790), classified
as a «historical monument».

St Michel Church
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The activities

Open air cinema

Sites to visit

Cinema which is held from midJune to mid-September at the
open-air theatre of La Citadelle.

For families
Rentals / Excursions
Unusual activities

Open-air projection on a giant
screen

Sea and hiking

session at 9:30 p.m.
6 € entry

Information: 04 93 01 73 68

The Markets
The Provençal Market
All year

Every Wednesday and Saturday from 8:00 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m. in the « Jardins Binon »

The Amélie Market - craft market
From mid-April to the end of October
Every cruises days
Press Release Villefranche-sur-Mer

Place Amélie Pollonnais

The flea market
Every Sunday, all day .
At the « Place Amélie Pollonnais » and « J ardins
Binon »
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The activities
Sites to visit

For families
Rentals / Excursions
Unusual activities
Sea and hiking

Guided Tours
Guided tours of Villefranche proposed by the
city
Guided tours from April to October.
Individual tours every Friday at 10 a.m. - € 5 per person / free for children under 12.
Group tours from 15 to 25 people: 69€
All tours by reservation: +33 (0) 4 93 76 33 27
musees@villefranche-sur-mer.fr

Tour of Villefranche and its Citadelle
All year round, daily. On appointment.
One price: 15 € - 3 people minimum.
Information and reservations: Tel: +33 (0)6 12 10 96 83
contact@inspiring-cotedazur.com - www.inspiring-cotedazur.com

Tour « Les Échappées Déco »
"Les Echappées Déco" in Nice and Villefranche-sur-Mer
Home decor shopping & visits on the Côte d'Azur
All year round - On appointment
Information and reservation - Tel : +33 (0)6 12 10 96 83
contact@inspiring-cotedazur.com - www.inspiring-cotedazur.com

Tour of the port of the « Darse »
Guided tours of the port of the Darse and the Beaudouin terrace garden.
One price: 5 €
Information and reservation: preferably by email.
Tel: +33 (0)4 93 76 71 88 - aspmv@darse.fr
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Free audio tour « Les Américains et la 6e flotte à Villefranche-SurMer »
Visit with audioguide available for free in french-english-italian on
https://izi.travel/en.
Walk the streets of the Old Town in the footsteps of the American sailors who lived here during the 50s-60s and listen to stories told by the
granddaughter of a local heroine.
For more information: Tel. +33(0)6 89 52 26 56 (WhatsApp available)
us6fleet.vsm@gmail.com
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Mini-van excursions
Explore the Riviera according to your desires

The activities
Sites to visit
For families
Rentals / Excursions

Dominique VTC
Tél : 06 07 31 87 85 / 06 10 14 09 82
mail : domstel@orange.fr

Unusual activities
Inspiring-Cotedazur

Sea and hiking

Tél : 06 12 10 96 83
mail : contact@inspiring-cotedazur.com
www.inspiringcotedazur.com

French Riviera Driver
Tél : 06 83 88 13 23
e-mail : le-caroubier@orange.fr
www.nice-airport-minibus-shuttle.com

South Of France Travel
5 rue Baron de Brès
Tél : 07 86 09 28 56
travel@agncy.fr
www.softagency.fr

Sea Tours
Discovery of cetaceans
Press Relaese Villefranche-sur-Mer

Go for 1, 2 or 4 hours tour.
Coastal tour to Saint Cap Ferrat.
Tour to Monaco .

Tour to discover dolphins and whales .
Night tour to see the fireworks.

Affrètement maritime Villefranchois (AMV)
Gare maritime - Place Wilson
Tél : 04 93 76 65 65
ww.amv-sirenes.com
amv.sirenes@wanadoo.fr
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Boat rental

The activities

With and without license

Sites to visit

With and without crew / skipper

For families
Rentals / Excursions

Glisse Evasion

Unusual activities

Port de la santé - Quai Courbet

Sea and hiking

Tél : 06 10 27 03 91
contact@glisse-evasion.com

www.glisse-evasion.com

Electric bicycle rental
Ecoloc (sur réservation)
Port de la Santé - parking wilson
Tél : 06 66 92 72 41
www.ecoloc06.fr
contact@ecoloc06.fr

Diving and scuba diving
Bluenery Academy
5 Place Wilson - Gare Maritime
Tél : 07 49 98 88 98
contact@blueneryacademy.com

Press Relaese Villefranche-sur-Mer
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Diving and scuba diving
The activities
Sites to visit

Rand Eau Evasion

For families

Scuba Hiking

Rentals / Excursions

Scuba Diving / Snorkeling

Unusual activities

Port de la Darse
Tél : 06 18 79 62 33
contact@randeauevasion.com
www.randeauevasion.com

Sea and hiking

Ou ça plongée
Diving and scuba diving
Port de la Santé
tél : 06 88 87 89 11
micky06190@hotmail.fr
www.oucaplongee.com
Breath & Breath
1 chemin du Lazaret, port de la Darse

Tél. +33 (0)6 62 19 18 34
info@bnrdiving.com
http://bnrdiving.com

Yoga
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Yoga FSBE
Tél. +33 (0)4 93 01 75 62

yoga.fsbe.news@gmail.com
http://fsbe-yoga.org/

Bluenery Academy
5 Place Wilson - Gare Maritime
Tél : 07 49 98 88 98
contact@blueneryacademy.com
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The activities

Stand up Paddle

Sites to visit

SUP in Villefranche - At the end of Marinières beach
Tél : 06 43 87 52 78
www.supinvillefranche.com
contact@seasurfandwind.com

For families
Rentals / Excursions
Unusual activities
Sea and hiking

Aquabike by fl’eau - At the end of Marinières beach
Tél : 06 41 77 78 87
www.aquabike06.com
info@aquabike06.com

Tennis
Tennis Club de Villefranche
Tél. 04 93 01 14 95 villefranchetenniscl@free.fr

Private beach
« Les Bains Déli Bo »
Plage des marinières - Tél : 09 83 35 58 55

The hiking trails
Sentier Coastal path from Cap de Nice (pointe des sans culotte) to the port of Darse de Villefranche-surMer - 1 mile

At the port of La Darse, continue in the direction of the citadel and take the covered way towards the
beaches of the marinières - from there, you can either continue by making the circuit of the Rade (n ° 52
of the general council brochure Coastal Country - below -after) or continue towards the coastal path of
Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat.
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The activities
Sites to visit
For families
Rentals / Excursions
Unusual activities
Sea and hiking

Level : Easy.

BAY CIRCUIT

Time : 1 hour 30.

Go to the entrance of the old town and continue along “quai Courbet”. Go throught “Portail Robert”, and turn right at the “rue Obscure” (which becomes narrower as you advance).

Distance : 2,5 miles.
Height : 330 feet. This continues into the “rue de Poilu” which if you continue to the

end leads to the train station. From there, walk up the road “Chemin de la Foan’’
which leads up to the “basse corniche” (RD6098); be careful crossing as there is no
pedestrian crossing; then continue following the road “basse corniche” and take the
first road to the left, “chemin de la Madone Noire”. You will go through a small valley
and cross a metallic bridge. Enjoy the last panoramic view before the flat alley which
ends at the “chemin de Suède”. Then walk all the way down the “Chemin des Serres”
through the floral cultivations and take the stairs that will take you to the crossroad of
Saint Jean Cap Ferrat.
Cross it and take the “Grasseuil” avenue for about 160 feet and then becomes “Louise
Bordes” avenue.
At the end of that avenue, you will find the steps that will lead you down to the
“promenade des Marinières” at Villefranchesur-Mer.
Walk along the sidewalk that runs alongside
the walls covered with bougainvillea.

Departmental council
routes
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Brochure available at
all Alpes-Maritimes
tourist offices

Level : Easy.

MONT ALBAN CIRCUIT

Time : 2 hours.

From the parking of the Citadel, if you walk up the “rue de l’Eglise”,
you will arrive the “place de la Paix”. From there, if you continue
along “rue de la Victoire” which becomes “avenue Gallieni’’ and
cross the main road “basse corniche” (RD6098), you will find the
steps of “Campo Quadro”.

Distance : 3 miles.
Height : 720 feet.

Up the next set of steps you will find the“moyenne cornice (RD6007)”. Take a left along
this road, there is a pavement on the left, for about 1,500 feet until you get to a crossroad at the “col de Villefranche” (traffic light). Then take the small asphalted road up on
your left to the “Mont Alban” past “Notre Dame de France” church. Keep walking up toward the fort (about 700 feet) ignoring the secondary paths.
From the fort, walk straight down the main road at Mont Alban until you find the fitness circuit. From there, follow the zigzag path to your left between the pine forests until you get to a view point over the bay. The steps down from here called “escaliers de
Verre”, end up back at the “basse corniche”.
Cross the road (a cross-roads is indicated but
there is no pedestrian crossing) and keep walking
along
the
pavement in the direction of Villefranche.About
350 feet further along you will find the next set
of steps “24emè BCA” which will take you down
to the port of the “Darse” and then back round to
the Citadel.
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Gastronomy

Villefranche is a hotspot for gastronomy,
especially recognized for the quality of its fishbased dishes directly supplied by local
fishermen.

With nearly 50 restaurants, it is a culinary
stopover much appreciated by locals and
visitors.

Many restaurants that offer very good value for
money.

List available on request at the tourist office or
on:
http://www.tourisme-villefranche-sur-mer.com/fr/
ou-manger/
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« Villefranche, star of the 7th
Cinema

Since the dawn of the 7th art, Villefranche-sur-mer is a privileged location
for filming. If currently the municipality gets all the votes, it is both because of the geographical proximity of the international airport of Nice
Côte d'Azur, but also because of the diversity of its sites that make it a formidable store of decors.

More than 150 films and TV films shot partly in Villefranche-sur-Mer have
been recorded. From «Macao l'enfer du jeu» with Eric Von Stroheim and Mireille
Balin, released in 1939 to «Kiss and Kill» with Ashton Kutcher and Katherine Heigl released in
2009 and «Il était une fois un flic» which reunited Michel Constantin and Mireille Darc in 1972.
All these films give pride of place to the landscape, streets, docks, hotels and restaurants of our
city (Hotel Welcome, Restaurant la Fille du Pêcheur…). Not to mention the mythical «Never
Again» which saw the return of Sean Connery in the role of James Bond in 1983.

The docks of the Port de la Santé have been extensively used by the directors. Either to represent a port on the French Riviera or the Mediterranean or to evoke more unexpected or exotic
places.

Villefranche = PORTOFINO

« Ronin » 1998

« W.E. » 2011 »

The Rue Obscure and its mysterious atmosphere interpeled the imagination of many
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Jean Cocteau
« Orphée ‘s Testament » 1959

U2 Clip - 2001

Other places also served as a setting for famous films.

« Never Say Never Again» 1983
16
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Cinema
Crossing rue de l'église and rue du poilu
« Les Compères » 1983

Port of the « Darse »
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« Adventures of Captain Fabian » 1951

The
villefranchois
in
the
7th
art
In addition to figuration, Villefranchois is particularly
distinguished in technical assistance.
In the 1920s, a young Villefranchois, Auguste Maïcon,
a pioneer of aviation, went to put this new technology
at the service of the cinema: in 1925 the port of Villefranche was upset by a storm caused by engines of
400-horsepower aircraft. In the 1930s, he entered the
Metro Goldwyn Mayer to make these special effects.
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Business
Tourism

The Citadel
Conferences , congresses ,
seminars, exhibitions, etc. find a
privileged site at the Citadelle.
Indeed, this Congress Centre with a
human dimension and close to nature
offers you different sites, all of which
will attract your attention.

•

Auditorium:
160-seats
carved into the rock, which
was once the fort’s cistern.

•

Open-air theatre: Next to
the water and a superb natural
setting.

•

The gardens of the Roseraie
and Jacques Biagini

•

Tent: fixed, with an area of
500m²
for conferences and
gala dinners.

•

Committee rooms
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All in one place: The Citadel
evenementiel@villefranche-surmer.fr
Tel: 04 93 76 33 30 / 04 93 76 33 06
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And also …
Tourism &
Handicap

All disabilities
TOURIST OFFICE (jardin Binon)

Motor disability
DIVING / SCUBA DIVING
On medical advice, reservation required for optimal adaptation.
RAND’EAU EVASION
Port de la Santé
Tél : 06 18 79 62 33
contact@randeauevasion.com
www.randeauevasion.com

OPEN-AIR CINEMA - At the open-air theatre of the Citadel
Accès Access by car (max width: 2m10 / max height: 2m40): come early around 8:30 p.m. /
8:45 p.m. for the session at 9:30 p.m.

SEA TOURS / DISCOVERY OF CETACEANS
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AFFRÊTEMENT MARITIME VILLEFRANCHOIS COMPANY
Gare maritime - Place Wilson
Tél : 04 93 76 65 65 - amv.sirenes@wanadoo.fr - www.amv-sirenes.com
Sailors can assist the person to board the boat

CRUISE TERMINAL
Entry and exit of cruise passengers by inclined ramp
Part of the information desk is lower
1 adapted toilet

SAINT ELME Chapel
Ground floor entrance, access to the entire exhibition hall
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And also …
Tourism &
Handicap

CITADEL AUDITORIUM
Entrance through the foyer room.
Access to the balcony.
Contact the information office,
04 93 01 73 68 to view conditions with
the organiser of the event

HOTELS
WELCOME **** - 3 Quai Courbet
Tel : 04 93 762 762 - www.welcomehotel.com
LA FLORE *** - 3 Bd Princesse Grace de Monaco
Tel: 04 93 76 30 30 - www.hotel-la-flore.fr
VERSAILLE*** 7 bd Princesse Grace de Monaco
Tel: 04 93 76 52 52
www.hotelversailles.com

PARKINGS
Pk place Wilson / Pk des fossés de la Citadelle / Pk avenue Marechal Foch / Pk avenue
Général de Gaulle / Pk allée des anciens combattants de l’Afrique du Nord / Pk plage des
Marinières / Parking du Col de Villefranche / Pk de la Barmassa
TOWN HALL
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Access to the switchboard and civil status
Access to the auditorium
Access by car (maximum width: 2m10 / maximum height: 2m40) to the open-air theater
(see the event organizer for the conditions)

PUBLIC TOILETS
•

Au fond de la plage des Marinières

•

Avenue Sadi Carnot, après le rond point.

•

Avenue Général de Gaulle

•
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